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Puzzle test questions for IBPS PO pre, IBPS 
SO pre, IBPS Clerk, SBI PO pre and SBI Clerk 
exams 

PUZZLE TEST QUIZ NO. 84 

Directions: Study the following information carefully and answer the 

questions given beside: 

Seven friends Annu, Bina, Chiku, Eena, Firoz, Heena and Ishu go for 

shopping from Monday to Sunday in a week. They either go to the shop 

named "X" or to the shop named "Y". No two persons whose names start 

with the letters that appear consecutively in alphabetical order go for 

shopping on consecutive days. E.g. Firoz and Heena can go to shopping on 

consecutive days, but Eena and Firoz cannot go to shopping on consecutive 

days. "X" is first shop to be visited. Person who bought Mobile visited "X". 

Heena bought Laptop which is not sold by "X". "Y" sold Camera on Friday. 

There is only one person between Eena and Ishu and that person visits "X”. 

Eena and Ishu do not visit "X", nor do they bought Camera. Television is 

bought by Firoz and is sold immediately after Camera but not by same 

shop. Printer is not sold by "Y" and is sold before Mobile. Chiku visits "Y" 

immediately after Ishu. Projector is sold before Keyboard and Annu goes to 

shopping before Eena. 

  



 

 

1. Four of the following five are alike in some way and hence 

form a group. Which of the following is the one that does not 

belong to the group? 

A. Projector   B. Keyboard  C. Mobile 

D. Camera   E. Laptop 

2. Which of the following items is bought by Bina? 

A. Projector   B. Mobile   C. Keyboard 

D. Printer   E. None of these 

3. Who goes for shopping on Saturday? 

A. Heena   B. Bina   C. Annu 

D. Firoz   E. None of these 

4. On which day Annu goes for shopping? 

A. Sunday   B. Wednesday  C. Monday 

D. Friday   E. Tuesday 

5. Find the odd one out. 

A. Bina - X - Mobile  

B. Chiku - X - Camera 

C. Heena - Y - Laptop 

D. Firoz - X - Television 

E. Annu - X - Printer 

  



 

 

Correct answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 

C B D C B 

 
Common Explanation: 

Reference: 

No two persons whose names start with the letters that appear 

consecutively in alphabetical order go for shopping on consecutive days. 

E.g. Firoz and Heena can go to shopping on consecutive days, but Eena and 

Firoz cannot go to shopping on consecutive days. 

Inference: 

We will keep this information in mind while solving the puzzle. 

Reference: 

"X" is first shop to be visited. 

"Y" sold Camera on Friday. 

Television is bought by Firoz and is sold immediately after Camera but not 

by same shop. 

Inference: 

Using the given hints we can draw a following table. 

Day Person Shop Item 

Monday   X   

Tuesday       

Wednesday       

Thursday       

Friday   Y Camera 

Saturday Firoz X Television 

Sunday       



 

 

Reference: 

There is only one person between Eena and Ishu and that person visits "X”. 

Eena and Ishu do not visit "X", nor do they bought Camera. 

Chiku visits "Y" immediately after Ishu. 

Inference: 

After using the above hints the above table can be redrawn as: 

Day Person Shop Item 

Monday   X   

Tuesday Eena Y   

Wednesday   X   

Thursday Ishu Y   

Friday Chiku Y Camera 

Saturday Firoz X Television 

Sunday       

 

Reference: 

Heena bought Laptop which is not sold by "X". 

Person who bought Mobile visited "X". 

Printer is not sold by "Y" and is sold before Mobile. 

Inference: 

At this point we can use the above information easily in our table. 

Day Person Shop Item 

Monday   X Printer 

Tuesday Eena Y   

Wednesday   X Mobile 

Thursday Ishu Y   

Friday Chiku Y Camera 

Saturday Firoz X Television 

Sunday Heena Y Laptop 



 

 

Reference: 

Projector is sold before Keyboard and Annu goes to shopping before Eena. 

Inference: 

After using the given hints we can complete the puzzle set. 

Day Person Shop Item 

Monday Annu X Printer 

Tuesday Eena Y Projector 

Wednesday Bina X Mobile 

Thursday Ishu Y Keyboard 

Friday Chiku Y Camera 

Saturday Firoz X Television 

Sunday Heena Y Laptop 

 

Explanations: 

1. 

Following the final solution we can say that Mobile is the one that does not 

belong to the group because except Mobile all the other items were sold by 

shop “Y”. 

Hence, the correct answer is option C. 

2. 

Following the final solution we can say that Mobile is bought by Bina. 

Hence, the correct answer is option B. 

3. 

Following the final solution we can say that Firoz goes for shopping on 

Saturday. 



 

 

Hence, the correct answer is option D. 

4. 

Following the final solution we can say that Annu goes for shopping on 

Monday. 

Hence, the correct answer is option C. 

5. 

Following the final solution we can say that the sequence Chiku - X - 

Camera does not match with others. 

Hence, the correct answer is option B. 
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